**DOWN**

1. Nickname for Charles Library’s automated storage and retrieval system
2. Birds of prey, or students studying at Charles Library
3. Harry Styles or Lana Del Rey song with a fruity title
4. Former civil rights activist and current North Philadelphia SEPTA stop
6. NFL coach and Temple alum with an authoritative-sounding surname
7. Quick breakfast from the red "hut" or the blue "shop"
11. Surname of a famous Barry, Shaun or Walter

**ACROSS**

5. What perseverance does at Temple
7. Beach with no sand, located in North Philadelphia
8. What Stanley Kowalski famously shouted in *A Streetcar Named Desire*
9. Cooper of TV news, or a Hall on Main Campus
10. Russell, who delivered his “Acres of Diamonds” speech 6,152 times
12. Home of the 2017 NFC Super Bowl champions, informally
13. What you might call a nocturnal bird, based on the sound it makes